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About This Game

Experience LUXOR in stunning HD! Answer the call of the goddess, Isis, in this addictive marble-shooter game. Chains of
colored spheres are working their way through ancient Egypt, and it’s up to you to stop them before they reach the pyramids.

Wielding your mystical winged-shooter, you must fire colored orbs into the chain to make matches of three or more, and
eliminate the spheres from the chain. Clear out the entire chain, and you’ll work your way up to the next level.

Customize your shooter to play LUXOR just how you like it with two different types of aim assist and three control system
choices to mix-and-match. Face off with the approaching spheres in four different game modes: Practice, Adventure, Survival,

and Challenge of Horace.

To help you in your quest, power-ups like Fireballs, Lightning Bolts and Multi-Colored Spheres will fall from the sky—use
them to create thrilling special effects as they aid you along your journey!

Key Features:
•25 all-new backgrounds in High Definition

•88 levels of marble-shooting puzzles
•4 Game modes: Practice, Adventure, Survival, & Challenge of Horus

•Collect Ankh coins to earn extra lives
•Catch falling gems to earn bonus points

•Customizable controls: Mix-and-match aim assist modes & control systems
•Enhanced special effects designed for the iPad

•Power-ups like Stop, Slow, Reverse and Wild help you along the way
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•Thrilling music and sound effects
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Title: Luxor HD
Genre: Casual, Strategy
Developer:
MumboJumbo
Publisher:
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Release Date: 11 May, 2015
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The concept sounds interesting at first, but the music makes my ears bleed.. its not that bad as people say. Sometimes the story
might be a little interesting and its a well done job. The voice acting, the puzzles, what it tells you when you click on the stuff.
Entretaining when you ''don't have'' anything to play. Though a price tag of 10 dollars is not worth it. Good thing i bought it for
2.58. its pretty ok, wouldnt recomend though. It has some challenging aspects to it but everytime you die you have the option of
reviving with little cost, this makes defeating bosses insanley easy and the overall game is every forgiving. its challenges are
rather teedeus and most of them you can just skip right through. There is an impressive amount of levels, though you do not
have to play trhough all of them. but with that all said it really does have its charms. its cute, light and some what fun but it plays
a bit slow and is filled with teedus tasks.. Awesome adventure game. Really funny dialog and great voice acting.. Good fun
game, But there's a bad lag issue and my PC is a beast!

When your at 120+ fps and then it drop's down to 13 fps... There's an issue... A lot of games these days go for a retro feel, Dark
Void Zero is retro, in ways beyond just graphics and difficulty. It deserves a sequel far more than other "retro themed" mega-
capcom-franchises.
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I have a fair few items in my library. Some I have played, a lot not even installed. So from now on I will install, and play each
item for at least an hour.

These will be my first impressions not full on reviews as an hour is not a great deal of time. So please keep this in mind. Also
keep in mind these are MY impressions I do not expect you all to agree so don\u2019t shoot me.

For me 3DMark is a good little program for checking what your pc can do. That\u2019s it to be honest. Yes when it\u2019s
checking your GPU the videos are great to watch, but once you watched once well you seen it.

The only reason I have over 3hrs on this, is that I left it running while I went out one day.

Do I recommend this hmm tough choice. If you tinker often with your GPU setting etc. than yes it\u2019s a nice looking
program. If you\u2019re not and you just want to see what your GPU can do then no. You will use 2 or 3 times and then like me
you\u2019re happy with your settings that\u2019s it.

So if you can get this at a heavy reduced cost, then get it. If not they are plenty not so pretty programs out there, that do the
same job for free.
. Absolutely pointless but ill support the developer. My only wish is that Mystic comes out with a sequel...and soon. I loved this
game even though there was a lot of negative reviews...which only goes to prove that everyone has different tastes in games. I
played this game several times and loved it each time for something new that I would discover.. Raiden Legacy is basically
Raiden Fighters Aces for the 360 from 2008 with The Original Raiden game added to it so 4 games in one. Classic shoot em up
games if you know Raiden gameplay and history especailly the offshoots of Fighters Series. Now to point something out,
because of the 47 total reviews being Mostly Negitive, I tested this game out and found out all of the issues people have
complained about before seem to be fixed entirely. The only issues I feel is the main menu system is lacking for PC and kinda
wish they kept how the RFA on the 360 Menus functions. there is Keyboard support and can change the controls as you see fit
however if using a Controller I havent found anything into changing or seeing how the controls function entirely so thats one
thing that kinda sucks in comparison to the other Raiden games on Steam. The Sound and Effect sound on point though I notice
during RF2 the music either got too quiet or turned off during one of the bosses, I dont know if that is just how the game
happens or if it has something to do with the HD music and sounds options. Speaking of sounds the sound menu only has a
Overall setting instead of indivuals which is kinda sad but I guess it kinda doesnt matter being a shoot em up and all. One last
thing, I dont know if there is something i have to do but my Video settings did reset to default after I set them If that is a legit
issue that needs to be fix if a Dev is still around. But to be honest Overall It seems to be a better functioning game then people
said on launch. Maybe there is more things im not noticing since I only played about 10 mins of each thing (i mean Shoot em
ups are short games) If you like and know of the Raiden Series I would still think this is worth picking up since not a lot of
people have been with people staying away being in the Mostly Neg setting.. The game is fun but needs more updates. What a
lovely game. Sure, it is like all the others (ibb & obb, Shift happens) but adds a lovely factor of cuteness in order to make it a
great coop game you might play with your loved ones.
Especially nice for cold winter nights with your girlfriend. So give it a try!. a mostly meh max payne knockoff. the level design
can get confusing because it's open but some areas aren't clear about where to progress.. I do not normally take my headset off
to write a review, especially after waiting all day to play... but... I almost quit 1 minute in.
First off, hats off to you for the very last part of the demo, the room with the floating cups. It's not a part of the gameplay, but
it's actually by far the best thing about it. I might play a game where you bat floating objects out of the way.
The bad - well, the locomotion is horrid. What were you thinking? I don't want to swing my arms around to walk down nothing
but a long hallway. Secondly, every event would have fit nicely into ONE PLAY AREA. You made a game to highlight the
crappy walking interface when it's the worst thing about the experience. It's unpleasant. Next - your ambiant looping music with
the guy singing. Ba ba ba... ba BLAAAAAAAAAA every 15 seconds.
Your final jump scare didn't work because I just kept walking, so all of the BANG action happened behind me then the game
ended.
This is a solid proof of concept and you might bring it to alpha with some work, but this is not a product - it's a project. This
isn't sellable.. Honestly I'm extremely confused how this game isn't more popular. If you are looking for a shooting game similar
to Space Pirates, gun drops like Borderlands, and the ability to go different worlds and levels with never a dull moment to be
had, well then this game is for you.

Oh yea, you can upgrade your weapons too.. Love this game, and super excited for the DLC, but can't get it to install. I've
cleared my download cache and changed my region, neither worked, can anybody help me out?
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